[Optimation of irradiation planning in deep therapy. Outline of the chance of survival of tumor patients].
Simple model conceptions are used for the demonstration of the chance of survival of tumor patients. The systematic judgement of therapy is possible after the adaptation to known survival curves for patients in different stages. The ascertainment of the tumor duplication period for primary tumor and--on principle--also for metastases, permits of conclusions on the recuperative capacity and radioresistance of the exposed normal tissue and of the tumor. It was seen that the values found can lie in the range of the data known from radiobiology. Vice versa, it is possible in principle by means of derived relation to optimate dose distribution, fractionation and total dose of the radiotherapy. Moreover, the systematic analysis of the known survival curves of tumor patients within the frame of model conception allows of the expectation that also influences of therapy on the tumor duplication time, and possibly the dissemination capacity of the tumor, can be analysed. These values reflect the tumor-host-relations and seem to be of decisive significance for future successful concepts of therapy.